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Abstract
Background: In Global Software Development (GSD) the lack of face-to-face communication is a major challenge and effective
computer-mediated practices are necessary to mitigate the effect of physical distance. Communication through Social Software
(SoSo) supports team coordination, helping to deal with geographical distance; however, in Software Engineering literature, there
is a lack of suitable theoretical concepts to analyze and describe everyday practices of globally-distributed software development
teams and to study the role of communication through SoSo.
Objective: The paper proposes a theoretical framework for analyzing how communicative and coordinative practices are constituted
and maintained in globally-distributed teams.
Method: The framework is based on the concepts of communicative genres and coordination mechanisms; it is motivated and
explicated through examples from two qualitative empirical cases.
Results: Coordination mechanisms and communicative genres mutually support each other. In particular, communication through
SoSo supports team members in establishing, developing and maintaining social protocols within the distributed team. Software
Engineering tools and methods provide templates for coordination mechanism that need to be adapted and adopted in order to
support the project at hand. SoSo serves as a medium for the necessary metawork. The theoretical framework proposed is used
to describe both the practices in an established industrial project and the establishing of practices in three student teams. The
framework allows explaining the heterogeneity of practices observed.
Conclusions: This paper presents a conceptual framework to study the role of communication through SoSo for coordination in
GSD. The usefulness of the framework is supported by empirical findings on the role of SoSo. The theoretical framework can
be beneficial for future research that aims to analyze and describe not only the role of SoSo, but also how communicative and
coordinative practices can be established and maintained in GSD teams.
Keywords: Global Software Development, Communicative Genres, Coordination Mechanisms, Social Software, Human Aspects
1. Introduction
Software Engineering (SE) is cooperative work [1], and soft-
ware developers must coordinate their individual activities with
tasks performed by other team members [2] in their everyday
practices. Coordination relies on communication, direct com-
munication, as well as communication mediated by code, doc-
umentation and artifacts. Communication is fundamental not
only to coordinating the cooperative work, but also to estab-
lishing and to maintaining effective coordination mechanisms
[3]. In Global Software Development (GSD) settings, effective
coordination is challenging [4] due to the lack of face-to-face
communication [5] between distributed team members. On the
one hand, research in GSD aims to overcome this challenge
by improving processes and tools for supporting cooperation
in distributed teams, e.g. reducing intensive collaboration [5],
increasing formal documentation [6], and working on organiza-
tional factors such as processes, structure, and goal alignment
[7]. On the other hand, GSD research shows the success of agile
processes in GSD settings [8] that depend on close collabora-
tions and frequent informal face-to-face communication, rather
than lengthy documentation. These premises motivate the ne-
cessity of further studies on tools and practices in GSD, as no
standard recommendations are as yet available in the field.
While the main media for communication in distributed
teams have traditionally been email, phone, and video confer-
encing systems, nowadays communication also takes place in
the so-called Social Software (SoSo). SoSo is often referred to
as “social media”, “web 2.0”, “user generated content” by prac-
titioners and researchers. Kaplan and Haenlein [9] combine the
different terminologies defining SoSo as “a group of Internet-
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based applications, built on the ideological and technological
foundations of Web 2.0, that allow the creation and exchange
of User Generated Content (UGC).” Essentially, SoSo encom-
passes a range of software systems that allow users to interact
and share information, such as: Instant Messaging (IM), Inter-
net Forums, Blogs, Microblogs, Wikis, Social Network Sites,
and Social Bookmarking. Very little research focuses on the
usage of SoSo in GSD, as highlighted in a Systematic Map-
ping Study performed by the authors of this paper [10] 1. The
use of SoSo in GSD practices might, however, be more wide
spread than what is visible in the actual research publications
[10]. Some indications are provided by the success of many
open-source projects (OSS) that are often globally distributed
and mainly coordinated through the wide use of SoSo, such as
Wikis, Forums and Instant Messaging [11]. The real challenge
lies in answering the question about why and how SoSo can
provide useful communication channels for distributed collab-
oration; in other words, how it is used in the everyday practices
of distributed software teams.
Traditional Software Engineering (SE) as a discipline is
“mainly concerned with the formal principles, the technical ba-
sis and the methodological support for software development,
rather than the reflection of software practice as a human ac-
tivity that goes beyond the engineering framework” [12]. Of-
ten, practices in situated action [13] differ from pre-defined SE
methods and processes. Detailed descriptions of practices pro-
vide the basis for understanding the social factors [12] that in-
fluence effective practices [14], as well as for designing better
tools [15]. Practice-based approach studies are becoming more
widespread in SE research, e.g., [14], [16] as well as in GSD
research, e.g., [17], [18], compared to other approaches used to
inform tool design, such as the cognitive approach, widely used
in human-computer interaction to study the cognitive processes
of programmers, i.e. the mental processes involved in program-
ming [19]. A practice-based approach [20] is adopted by sev-
eral researchers to illustrate GSD work practices: Sigfridsson
and Sheehan [17] describe an Open Source community called
PyPy, Boden et al. [21] study the coordination practices in dis-
tributed software development of small enterprises, and Avram
[15] investigates a project with the purpose of better under-
standing collaborative work and knowledge management pro-
cesses in distributed software development settings. These re-
search studies all describe work practices of software engineers;
however, they suffer in proposing an effective way of analyzing
such practices.
Computer-supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) tradition
offers many theoretical concepts that can be used to analyze and
describe practices in SE as well as in GSD settings. In particu-
1Please note that the search string used in the Systematic Mapping Study
is built to include a wide spectrum of research paper: the different terms used
by practitioners and researchers to refer to SoSo have been employed — such
as social media, social software, web 2.0, user generated media, user gener-
ated content, instant messaging, wiki, social network, social bookmark, blog,
microblog, social tagging, facebook, twitter — and they have been combined
with terms to identify: (a) teams which are not co-located; (b) SE and its main
phases; and (c) known purposes for using SoSo. Moreover, the snowballing
technique has been adopted to extend the amount of research paper retrieved.
lar, in GSD most of the cooperation is computer-mediated, thus
relying heavily on the use of artifacts, both for coordination and
for communication. In particular, most of the GSD artifacts are
traceable, and researchers can analyze them to investigate the
actual practices. Coordination artifacts in GSD consist of, e.g.,
bug reports [2], documentation, files or source code, while com-
munication artifacts can be, e.g., comments in the source code,
descriptions provided while committing the code in versioning
systems, email or SoSo. In CSCW tradition, the facilitating role
of artifacts in collaboration is well recognized. Thus, it appears
promising to find suitable theoretical concepts from the CSCW
tradition to investigate the use of artifacts for communication
and collaboration in GSD settings.
This paper presents a novel conceptual framework for ana-
lyzing and describing the role of SoSo in GSD everyday prac-
tices, motivated and explicated through examples taken from
two empirical cases. The empirical cases are described in detail
in two previous articles [22] [23]. The purpose of this paper is
to develop and illustrate the theoretical framework, showing its
applicability and flexibility in different situations. In particular,
both established and establishing distributed teams have been
employed to show the establishing and the development of com-
mon practices in GSD settings. For the authors of the present
paper, a framework is a set of related concepts that is used to an-
alyze cases and to explain phenomena: by relating concepts to-
gether in a single framework, it is possible to describe not only
one specific case but several cases of different natures. Thus, a
framework allows generalizing from individual empirical cases
to general phenomena. The framework proposed is based on
the theoretical concepts of communicative genres [24] and co-
ordination mechanisms [3], both based on the notion of social
protocols, a set of rules, conventions, and policies shared by
people involved in the cooperative activity [3]. The idea be-
hind the framework is that the development of common social
protocols is crucial for achieving effective communicative and
coordinative practices, as well as for the adaptation of models
and methods. The framework shows the relationship between
the concepts of coordination mechanisms and communicative
genres both during the establishment and the implementation
of common coordination and communication practices.
The analysis of communicative and coordinative practices of
the two cases shows that SoSo is especially useful in establish-
ing, developing and maintaining social protocols. In this con-
text, the role of SoSo is to support communication and its key
function is complementing collaborative SE tools that provide
templates for coordination mechanisms. The theoretical frame-
work allows for both describing practices in an established in-
dustrial project [22] and analyzing the development of practices
in three establishing student teams [23], permitting the explain-
ing of the heterogeneity of practices observed and showing how
dynamics develop and evolve in the different teams. The frame-
work proposed can be beneficial for future research that aims
not only to analyze and describe the role of SoSo, but also to
show how communicative and coordinative practices in general
are established and maintained in globally-distributed teams.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section summarizes related work on coordination and commu-
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nication in Software Engineering. Section 3 describes the two
empirical cases used for explicating the theoretical framework
proposed in this paper and Section 4 explicates the research
methodology. Examples taken from the two empirical cases are
used in Section 5 to describe in greater detail the concepts that
constitute the theoretical framework, and in Section 6 to high-
light the relation between the concepts. Finally, Section 7 ag-
gregates the theoretical concepts in a unitary theoretical frame-
work for communicative and coordinative practices. Section 8
discusses the framework, highlights contributions and implica-
tions, and in brief, reports the limitations of the study. Final
conclusions are presented in Section 9.
2. Related Work
Global Software Development (GSD) is increasingly becom-
ing common practice in the software industry [25]. GSD means
splitting the development of the same product or service be-
tween globally-distributed sites [11]. There are many poten-
tial benefits that can arise from GSD: lower development costs
due to salary savings, decreased development time due to time-
zone effectiveness, reduced time to market, and access to the
most talented developers [25]. Developing software as a team
is a challenging task, but developing software as a globally-
distributed team is even more challenging due to geographical
distance [6]. In particular, main challenges arise in communi-
cation and coordination due to the lack of face-to-face commu-
nication between distributed team members.
Communication through SoSo has been promoted to support
distributed teams, helping to overcome geographical distance.
Several examples are reported in [10]: Instant Messaging (IM)
can replace planned or impromptu face-to-face meetings that
are not feasible in GSD settings [27] [28], [29]; Wikis can be
used for knowledge sharing [30]; microblogs can generate vir-
tual “water-cooler” conversations and can be used as an infor-
mal communication channel [31]; and tagging can support soft-
ware development [32] and help to bridge the gap between so-
cial and technical aspects in software development [33]. Very
little research focuses on the usage of SoSo in GSD, and no the-
oretical concepts are used to analyze the role of SoSo in GSD
practices[10]. Communication through SoSo supports collabo-
ration in distributed teams, and plays a special role in establish-
ing, fostering and maintaining coordination mechanisms.
Research on coordination encompasses a variety of disci-
plines such as organizational theory, information systems, and
sociology of work [34]. Coordination is defined in the Co-
ordination Theory proposed by Malone and Crowston [35] as
“managing dependencies between activities”; in this context,
coordination is achieved by one or more “coordination mech-
anisms,” each addressing one or more dependencies in a situ-
ation. Coordination mechanisms are also defined as “the or-
ganizational arrangements that allow individuals to realize a
collective performance” [34]. In the literature, these organi-
zational arrangements often involve tools, technologies, or in-
teractions that bring interdependent elements together [34]. In
SE as well as in GSD literature, the concept of “coordination
mechanism” is widely used to indicate a mix of a broad set of
practices, methods, processes, and tools, as the “mechanism”
concept is frequently used as a general term not related to ac-
tual SE practices [4, 36, 37]. For example, in the context of
an agile software team [38], tools such as wiki, activities such
as the daily standup meeting, roles such as the project man-
ager, and artifacts such as the product backlog, are all consid-
ered coordination mechanisms. Similarly, in the context of a
GSD project [7], a set of coordination mechanisms of various
natures are analyzed, such as centralized team structure, doc-
umentation, periodic commit, communication tools and peri-
odic meetings. Empirical evidence provided by Schmidt and
Simone [3] in the context of Computer-supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW) research, however, shows the widespread use of
coordinative practices that rely on coordinative artifacts. Thus,
as part of the actual CSCW practices, and based on the use of
artifacts for coordination purposes, “coordination mechanisms”
are defined by Schmidt and Simone [3] with a rigorous defi-
nition that encompasses concepts such as social protocols and
articulation work, that appear promising to understand coordi-
native practices in GSD, using a theoretical concept that allows
to explain not only how different practices occur in different
projects but also to compare them.
McChesney and Gallagher [39] propose a framework to de-
scribe coordination activities in SE. They argue that “there is
a gap between existing process-oriented method for describ-
ing software processes and the situated activities in which soft-
ware engineers engage when developing systems”; thus, a bet-
ter understanding of actual coordination practices is necessary
to bridge this gap. Following McChesney and Gallagher’s ap-
proach, this paper describes communicative and coordinative
practices in situated action [13] and shows how methods and
processes are adapted by team members in these practices. In
their article, McChesney and Gallagher relate coordination the-
ory [35] and communication genres [24], using the framework
to explain and interpret the complex web of personal interac-
tions observed in two real-word software projects. Though Mc-
Chesney and Gallagher attempt to analyze both coordinative
and communicative practices in SE, they stick to coordinative
practices, leaving the relationship between coordination and
communication unexplored. They quickly abandon the con-
cept of “coordination mechanisms” proposed by Schmidt and
Simone [3] and replace it with the “communicative genres” no-
tion by Yates and Orlokowski [24]. In our field material, “co-
ordination mechanisms” and “communicative genres” appear
as complementary concepts, both necessary to understand dis-
tributed software practices; as compatible concepts, both are
based on the notion of social protocols. Thus, an elaboration
of a more comprehensive framework appears necessary. In the
framework proposed in this paper, the concept of “communica-
tive genres” notion by Yates and Orlokowski [24] is used in
combination with the concept of “coordination mechanisms”
proposed by Schmidt and Simone [3]. In this paper, the two
concepts are explicated and extended through several examples
taken from two empirical cases. A detailed description of the
two cases follows.
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3. Description of the Cases
The theoretical framework proposed in this paper is devel-
oped based on two empirical cases: DHI — an industrial case
— and the case of three student projects. An overview of the
four distributed teams is presented in Table 1. In this paper,
we use the terms globally-distributed team and distributed team
interchangeably. Following Sˇmite et al.’s definition [26], in
a distributed team, collaboration happens intra-organization,
where team members are located in different locations (off-
shoring) and in different countries (international) through in-
ternal projects (insourcing). A distributed team consists of two
or more sub-teams located in different sites with each sub-team
comprising one or more individuals. According to this defi-
nition, in a distributed team, collaboration can occur in each
site (intra-sub-team) and within the entire team (intra-team and
inter-sub-teams). In this work, we focus on the intra-team col-
laboration that is generally computer-mediated, i.e., tracked in
digital artifacts. Therefore, in the following, we describe in de-
tail the four distributed teams under study and the tools used for
the collaboration within the teams.
3.1. An Industrial Case: DHI
DHI is an independent international consulting and research
organization. The company develops and uses high-end hy-
draulic simulation software. We have observed part of the
World Bank Project (WB-Project), which has a considerable
amount of software development. This is a globally-distributed
project: five members are settled in Copenhagen, Denmark;
seven members in Delhi, India, and one Project Area Manager
(PAM) in Portland, USA. Danish members are experts with
long-term software engineering backgrounds and hydraulic en-
gineering competences; i.e., they are both domain experts of
hydraulic engineering and software developers. Each PAM is
responsible for one specific part of the software, collaborating
with one or two Indian developers. Danish members take care
of the management of the project, requirement specifications,
quality assurance processes, as well as the design of the soft-
ware and its implementation. Indian developers have several
years of experience with software engineering, while the In-
dian team leader is a senior developer; the Indian sub-team is
settled in DHI offices in Delhi. In greater detail, the five Dan-
ish team members are spread in four two-person-offices in two
different floors. They have daily meetings at 10 a.m. CET in
the office of the project manager to plan future activities, pri-
oritize tasks, and assign incidents and tasks to team members.
The meeting usually lasts about one hour. Often Danish team
members visit each other’s offices to have a brief chat. The In-
dian team members work in an open plan office. A big table
is shared by all team members sitting on the two long sides of
the table. The table is split into personal workspaces by small
dividers. Sometimes the developers move to another workspace
to communicate with other co-located team members. Formal
co-located meetings in the Indian site were not observed by the
researcher. Meetings involving the whole distributed team are
rare, while collaboration across sites between PAMs and devel-
opers working on the same part of the project take place daily
during the four overlapping working hours for different pur-
poses: clarifying requirements, debugging pieces of software,
and coordinating work tasks. The team follows an iterative pro-
cess where PAMs are responsible for deciding, prioritizing as
well as assigning tasks and requirements, while developers and
testers are involved in the subsequent phase of the development
process. An example of the process is described in Section 5.1
that describes the Incident Workflow.
We observed the team while working on the development of
a Decision Support System (DSS) for water management in the
Nile Basin. The observations took place during the final part
of the development process of the first release of the system
mainly during the testing phase of the same release. At that
time, the whole team had worked together for one year on the
project and some of the co-located team members had previ-
ously worked together on other projects. The project was suc-
cessful, and the team has subsequently developed a second re-
lease of the software.
The main tool used by the team is Spira2, a Test Manage-
ment tool. The team though uses it to manage all development
activities through the issue tracking system: the descriptions of
features to develop, reports of incidents, assignments of tasks,
and description of test cases. Spira automatically assigns an
“incident number” to all defects, test cases and requirements.
Skype3 is the team’s main tool for communication and team
members are supposed to be available on Skype when they are
at work. Team members use different Skype channels for syn-
chronous or nearly synchronous collaboration: written IM, au-
dio, and screen sharing. Usually, one-to-one Instant Messaging
(IM) chats take place through Skype. For a detailed description
of the DHI case, see the previous article that describes practices
observed in the team [22].
3.2. The three Student Projects Case
The three projects under study are part of a GSD student clus-
ter in collaboration with IT University of Copenhagen (ITU),
Peking University (PKU), and Universidade Federal de Per-
nambuco (UFPE). The collaboration took place from February
2011 to May 2011. Students involved in the project were part
of a Master’s degree in Software Development, and the student
cluster provided 15 ECTS 4 to each student. An academic su-
pervisor provided the description of the product to be devel-
oped and evaluated the work performed by the students based
not only on the code developed, but also on a final report pro-
duced by team members in each location and on an oral exam.
Students’ responsibilities comprised the system design, the re-
quirement specifications, the development of the product, and
the organization of the collaboration.
The teams “self-organized” their work, sharing roles, respon-
sibilities, and decision taking. As a student project, team mem-
bers did not work on a daily basis on the product and no fixed
working hours were imposed. The teams, however, defined two
2http://www.inflectra.com/HomePage.aspx
3http://www.skype.com/
4http://ec.europa.eu/education/tools/ects_en.htm
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Table 1: Overview of the teams.
Team Time Zone Team Members Observations Tools used
DHI team
Copenhagen GMT +1 1 project manager and
4 PAMs in Denmark During Fall 2010 SpiraTeam,
New Delhi GMT +5:30 5 developers, 1 team leader 4 months in Denmark Skype, email.
and 1 tester in India and 2 weeks in India.
Portland GMT -7 1 PAM in USA
Team A Copenhagen GMT +1 4 Denmark Assembla (in particularRecife GMT -3 6 Brazil From February 2011 Forum and Wiki), phone,
Team B Copenhagen GMT +1 5 Denmark to May 2011. Skype (personal and groupBeijing GMT +8 4 Chinese 3 months in Denmark chat), email (rarely),
Team C Copenhagen GMT +1 5 Denmark and 1 week in India. and videoconferenceBeijing GMT +8 3 Chinese system.
fixed days a week for working on the project; due to the time
difference and the different course schedules in each location,
there were not many overlapping working hours between team
members. In essence, synchronous communication took place
only during the one-hour weekly meeting. Students were work-
ing on the project in meeting rooms or classrooms available
in each University. The weekly meeting was carried on with
remote team members in a video conference meeting room to
coordinate the work of the whole team. Though the product de-
veloped was relatively small — it required only three months
part time development — the students were asked to act as pro-
fessionals, dealing with GSD challenges on their own. Some
of the students were also part-time software developers in in-
dustrial settings. The commitment and the responsibility of the
students to accomplish their tasks were not dissimilar to novice
professional developers in software development. The situa-
tion quite resembled the case of starting up a new globally-
distributed team, comparable somewhat with a small industrial
team facing the same challenge.
Tools used by the three distributed teams were: Skype, for
video conference and IM chats, emails and Assembla5, an issue
tracker system with additional functionalities such as file shar-
ing, Wiki, Forum and an integration to Subversion (SVN) 6,
the version control system used. Most of the collaboration took
place in Assembla and during the weekly meeting of about one
hour through Skype. Assembla was used for keeping track of
the status of the project, for managing issues, for defining dead-
lines and as a shared repository for file exchange. Emails were
rarely used: the forum of Assembla substituted the need for use
of email for communication between team members: it worked
as a common repository of the messages exchanged. Moreover,
it was possible to enable the notification via mail functionality
that updated team members via mail about the new events of
Assembla. IM chats were rarely used due to the lack of over-
lapping working hours. A Skype group chat was used during
the whole project by Team C; mostly used in the initial phases
of the project. All teams succeeded in having a working proto-
type. The collaboration is considered successful based on the
self-reported impressions of team members in the final report
as well as on the observations by the researcher. A description
5http://www.assembla.com
6http://subversion.apache.org/
of the three teams follows.
3.2.1. Team A
The goal of the project was to design, develop, and deploy
web service robots that could automatically surf different web
pages and web services, extract and submit information, as well
as manage and coordinate various tasks. The weekly meeting
took place every Friday at 11 a.m. Brazilian time, i.e., 3 p.m.
Danish time. Both ITU and UFPE offered a video conference
room fully equipped with an advanced system that allowed high
quality video and audio conference. However, often team mem-
bers experienced issues in oral English and they introduced a
mute-time, in which the microphone of each site was muted on
the meetings in order to accommodate for internal discussions
and for those who needed translation into their own language.
The weekly meetings and Assembla, a common repository that
could broadcast information to all team members, were appar-
ently sufficient for the collaboration. However, the team expe-
rienced problems at the end of the project integrating the two
parts of the code. The Danish team members reported that the
collaboration was unsuccessful, despite having a running prod-
uct and gaining good grades. Since limited communication hap-
pened during the project, the distributed team did not manage
to exploit global collaboration; Thus, working globally resulted
in the project requiring greater integration.
3.2.2. Team B
The goal of the project was to develop a context-aware sys-
tem that would assist passengers navigating around an airport.
The weekly meeting was planned every Thursday at 9 a.m.,
Danish time, i.e., 4 p.m., Chinese time. During the weekly
meeting, team members experienced many challenges in us-
ing Skype or QQ 7 for video conferencing, and thus they often
needed to use a normal phone to communicate. Even with the
use of the landline, the quality of the audio was often poor and
the accents were very strong, with team members not being able
to understand each other. Due to the lack of a visual channel,
it was not always clear what was happening in the remote site
when responses were not heard or understood. Furthermore,
ITU team members were often puzzled when Chinese members
7http://www.imqq.com
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were talking in Chinese, without informing the Danish mem-
bers about the reason. 8 During the design phase of the project,
it was decided how to distribute the work among the nine team
members, sharing roles and responsibilities and having people
responsible for each part of the project in both locations. The
collaboration had several challenges, especially at the begin-
ning, which brought frustration to team members. However,
over time, team members managed to deal with the difficulties
in communication and collaborated more effectively, and thus
became effective in the final phase.
3.2.3. Team C
The goal of the project was to design and implement an e-
collaboration tool designed to support the collaboration in a
global project. Weekly meetings took place on Friday at 1
pm Danish time, i.e., 8 pm Chinese time. Skype and QQ re-
sulted in very poor quality for video conferencing and thus the
meetings were held on with the use of a normal phone line for
the audio; however, a visual channel was kept through Skype
with audio muted. The team adopted Scrum as a development
model and used it rather rigorously, having weekly standup
meetings. Standup meetings were locally performed and video
recorded, and then shared with remote team members. Videos
were watched by remote team members. Team members were
thus kept up-to-date on the status of the project, and they be-
came more familiar with each other (voice, face, accent, ...),
as well as with the environment (the videos were meant also
to show remote members the environment in which each sub-
team was working). Each sub-team started working on differ-
ent ends of the system (the ITU sub-team working on front-end
and database, the PKU sub-team working on the back-end). The
two sub-teams then combined the work in the intermediate layer
(engine) of the solution without encountering major difficulties.
The collaboration was considered to be successful because, de-
spite spatial and temporal distance, team members managed to
have smooth collaboration, without major frustration.
4. Method
This paper explicates the novel conceptual framework
through examples taken from two ethnographically-inspired
studies9: an industrial case and three student projects case, as
described in the previous section. The industrial case was used
to observe the well-established practices of practitioners in an
established team, while the three student projects were used to
compare the establishing and maintenance of practices in newly
formed distributed teams. The student case was meant to sim-
ulate a starting up GSD project; students were thus acting as
novice professionals. The two cases have been selected to show
8 During an on-site visit, the first author discovered that Chinese members
were clarifying what was just said by Danish members and were trying to for-
mulate a proper reply, dealing with their uncertainty about their English skills.
9The approach adopted is ethnographically-inspired as it does not provide
an ethnography as a result, observations have been performed for a limited
amount of time, and the researcher was not involved in the project, as a non-
participant observer.
that both establishing, and established, teams can be used in the
framework.
4.1. Data Gathering
The two real world cases were observed and analyzed
through different data collection techniques: non-participant
observations, semi-structured interviews, informal in-situ in-
terviews, and document analysis. In order to carefully keep
track of the investigation, a research diary was kept to ob-
serve each project. Meetings and interviews were taped and
transcribed; the content of computer-mediated communication
through SoSo was analyzed both qualitatively and quantita-
tively, using interaction analysis [40]. By using non-participant
observations, where the first author, as a researcher, observed
the daily routines of the teams but did not actively work on
the development of the product, it was possible to observe how
collaboration took place between team members in the differ-
ent projects. Semi-structured interviews gave the possibility of
clarifying uncertainties and asking details about specific issues;
these were used mostly for triangulation purposes and were not
coded in detail. Semi-structured interviews were specifically
designed for the interviewees of each project; an example of an
interview guide used in the DHI case is reported in Appendix
A.
Interaction analysis [40] was performed for analyzing SoSo
logs: interaction analysis (from a sociolinguistic perspective) is
concerned with the structure of social interaction manifested in
the conversation, emphasizing features of social context. This
technique was used for analyzing the exchange of messages be-
tween team members, and bottom-up dimensions were applied
as codes in the analysis of SoSo logs: in particular, IM logs for
the DHI case, and Forum and Wiki logs for the student case.
Results of the log analysis were triangulated with the exami-
nation of other documents, such as email, technical documents
and logs of collaborative tools, compared with collected field
notes that were subsequently verified through semi-structured
interviews with team members. A final workshop was orga-
nized in the industrial case to summarize the outcomes and to
support researchers and practitioners in reflecting together on
the findings obtained. Similar feedback was not provided for
the student participants, as the project was closed during the
analysis of the field material.
By using multiple ways of collecting data and combining dif-
ferent kinds of methods, it was possible to triangulate the find-
ings [41]. Different kinds of triangulation were adopted to as-
sure the trustworthiness of the research and its results during the
whole analysis of the specific cases: results of the log analysis
were checked with researcher’s observations, with relevant doc-
umentation and artifacts provided to the researchers, and with
members checking through informal in-situ interviews, semi-
structured interviews, and workshops.
4.2. DHI Case
The first author collected field material and observed the dis-
tributed team for a total of 30 working days spread out over four
months from September 2010 until January 2011. She visited
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the Copenhagen site for most of the time and the Delhi site for
two weeks at the beginning of November 2011. The researcher
was placed in the office of the project manager in Copenhagen
for most of the time; however, she also spent seven days of ob-
servations in the office of other PAMs in Copenhagen and ten
days in the open space with Indian developers. Unfortunately,
it was not possible to visit the team member in Portland due to
time and cost constraints. However, he spent a week in Copen-
hagen, where he and the researcher sat in the same office for
two days.
The team provided the researcher with free access to Spira, to
the IM chats that occurred between sites during the days of ob-
servations, and to some email. The 30 days of IM chats resulted
in a total of 104 pages of a Word document that were initially
analyzed and coded. Informal interviews were held during the
observations with most of the team members, both in the Dan-
ish site and the Indian site in order to gain more insights into
the practices observed and to verify preliminary findings. How-
ever, two semi-structured interviews were also performed: one
reported as an example in Appendix A with the project man-
ager after the researcher had visited the Indian site, and another
with the member located in Portland after the end of the project.
Interviews were used to further elaborate and triangulate the
findings, and to gain more insights that were not visible from
observations and log analysis.
The analysis of the data was initially performed during the
observation period through several iterations of analysis of the
IM logs and observations. Through these iterations, it was pos-
sible to reflect on the observed practices and to re-adapt the
data collection. Once the observation period ended, researchers
re-analyzed the field material in order to summarize the find-
ings. A further analysis of a sample of the IM chats and part
of the artifacts was performed subsequently in order to support
the development of the theoretical framework and the use of the
theoretical concepts of coordination mechanisms and commu-
nicative genres that were not used in the previous analysis. The
second analysis was interrupted when no new genres and coor-
dination mechanism were identified; thus, the saturation criteria
of qualitative research was met.
4.3. Student Case
The first author attended most of the meetings from the Dan-
ish site during the three months of collaboration and the one-
week visit to the PKU site, during which time she collected
pictures, took notes during observations of meetings, and infor-
mally interviewed one or two participants in each location. Un-
fortunately, it was not possible to visit the Brazilian site due to
time and cost constraints. The teams provided the researchers
with free access to the whole Assembla repository, including
forum discussion, documentation, wiki, files exchanged, and
source code. Moreover, the researchers had access to the Drop-
box folder used by Team A, to the group discussion carried on
in Skype by Team B, to some emails, and to some one-to-one
IM chats between team members. In addition, a final report of
the project was produced by the three Danish sub-teams and the
Brazilian sub-team, and was provided to researchers.
Most of the communication between team members hap-
pened through the Assembla Forum and through the weekly
meetings. The interaction analysis was performed after the end
of the project on the whole Assembla Forum and on all Wiki
pages; nevertheless, data from Skype chat, mail, and other As-
sembla sources were used as well to support evidence provided
by the Forum analysis for the triangulation of the findings. The
analysis of the data was performed while developing the con-
ceptual framework based on the notions of coordination mech-
anisms and communicative genres, as well as after the project
ended.
In particular, the first author coded all conversations carried
on in the Forum and the Wiki pages of Assembla, identifying
communicative genres. She incrementally developed the cod-
ing schema while coding the messages. The coding schema
was then discussed with the second author. Moreover, in order
to limit research biases, a colleague not involved in the project
was asked to check the coding schema and to independently
code a sample of the Forum messages and of the Wiki pages.
Divergences in the coding were discussed and resolved. The
coding schema is reported in Appendix B. Findings were trian-
gulated with first author’s observations, artifacts and documen-
tation available in the Assembla repository, and with informal
interviews with team members performed during the project in
both site, with a semi-structured interview with one of the Chi-
nese students and with a post-mortem semi-structured interview
with two Danish team members.
4.4. Data Analysis
Previous research of the authors reported the analysis of the
role of Instant Messaging (IM) in the DHI case [22] and the
analysis of communicative and coordinative practices in Team
C of the student case [23]. The theoretical framework presented
in this paper has been developed based on the field material of-
fered by both empirical cases. In the first paper [22], an inter-
action analysis [40] of the IM chats was performed based on
their communicative purpose, and no theoretical concepts were
adopted; in the second paper [23] the concepts of communica-
tive genres and coordination mechanisms were used, showing a
promising relation between them, one that deserves further in-
vestigation. Therefore, in this paper, the relationship between
communicative genres and coordination mechanisms is further
detailed, using the theoretical concepts to re-analyze part of the
field material of the DHI case and to extend the analysis of the
student team material with the two teams not studied in [23].
Coordination mechanisms in both cases were identified and an-
alyzed, focusing on the investigation of the relation with com-
municative genres. Communicative genres were identified and
coded in all Forum messages of the student case and in a sam-
ple of the IM chat of the DHI case. The coding schema of
the communicative genres, reported in Appendix B, was devel-
oped while coding the whole SoSo communication in the stu-
dent case in [23]. The communicative genres were also used
to categorize the forum messages of the two student projects
as well as a sample of the IM logs of the DHI case [22]. A
detailed description of all practices observed in both cases is
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outside the scope of this paper. However, the theoretical frame-
work is used for describing and analyzing exemplary practices
observed, and it is motivated and explicated by the empirical
material. The trustworthiness of the analysis is provided by (a)
the member checking through semi-structured interviews and
the final workshop in the industrial case, (b) case specific trian-
gulation, and (c) cross-case triangulation. The next section ex-
plains the concepts used for the theoretical framework; through
examples from the field material, the section brings the reader
to the development of the theoretical framework, illustrated in
Section 7.
5. Developing the Theoretical Concepts for the Framework
This section describes in detail the concepts of coordination
mechanisms and communicative genres that are the basis for the
theoretical framework presented in Section 7 and that are illus-
trated with examples taken from the empirical cases presented
in Section 3. Building blocks of the two concepts are reinter-
preted from the original definitions to provide a comprehensive
understanding of the relationship between communicative and
coordinative practices. Thus, the definitions of communicative
purpose, articulation work, social protocols and genre reper-
toire are extended and discussed in detail in the second part of
this section, providing additional examples.
5.1. Coordination Mechanisms
5.1.1. Definition
The concept of coordination mechanisms is defined by
Schmidt and Simone [3] as follows:
“A coordination mechanism is a specific organiza-
tional construct, consisting of a coordinative proto-
col imprinted upon a distinct artifact which, . . . , stip-
ulates and mediates the articulation of cooperative
work so as to reduce the complexity of articulation
work . . . ” [3] (emphasis in original)
The coordinative protocol consists of a set of rules, e.g., taken-
for-granted ways of proceedings, established conventions, of-
ficial policies, and standard operating procedures. The coor-
dinative artifact is a “stable data structure expressed in a stan-
dardized graphical format” [3]. Schmidt and Simone [3] report,
for example, about a bug report form10, a two page form (the
artifact) with several fields filled by different actors, which fol-
lows a set of agreed procedures and conventions (the protocol)
and which stipulates the responsibilities to the different roles,
the possible classifications of bugs, reports of bugs corrected,
etc. The artifact is “the distinct and persistent symbolic con-
struct in which the protocol is imprinted and objectified” [3]. In
cooperative work settings characterized by complex task inter-
dependence, “coordination mechanisms reduce the complexity
of articulation work and alleviate the need for ad-hoc deliber-
ation and negotiation” [3]. Since SE is cooperative work [1],
the concept of coordination mechanism can be beneficial when
studying GSD coordinative practices.
10The article was published before issue tracker were wide spread in industry.
5.1.2. Extending the definition
The concept of coordination mechanism implicitly comprises
the notion of purpose that is explicitly introduced in our theo-
retical framework. The purpose of the coordination mechanism
is indicated in the name of the coordination mechanism itself.
For example, an issue tracker mechanism allows the tracking
of issues, while a file sharing mechanism has the purpose of
sharing files. Further examples of coordination mechanisms are
described in the following.
5.1.3. Examples
Many coordination mechanisms are used by software teams
when developing software. Anytime an artifact is used to
coordinate the cooperative work and team members agree on a
social protocol about how to use it, an effective coordination
mechanism is established. Coordination mechanisms in GSD
are generally constituted by digital artifacts so that they are
easy to share with remote team members. The establishment,
development, and maintaining of social protocols is generally
more challenging in GSD due to the lack of face-to-face
communication. In the following, two examples are presented;
the first describes the incident coordination mechanism used
in the DHI case, while the second explains the establishment
of the agenda coordination mechanism in one of the student
projects.
Incident Coordination Mechanism. In the DHI team,
one main coordination mechanism has been identified [22]: the
tracking of development activities through Spira, a Test Man-
agement tool used as an issue tracker system. All development
activities are tracked through Spira: the description of features
to develop, the reporting of incidents, the assignment of tasks,
and the description of test cases. Spira automatically assigns an
“incident number” to all defects, test cases, and requirements
that are the actual artifacts of the coordination mechanism. In
the “Project handbook” document (part of the documentation
available to the team) there is a diagram reported in Figure 1
that formally describes the workflow of an incident, explicating
the social protocols that team members need to share in order
to allow the coordination mechanism to function. The process
is clearly defined: a defect that has been registered in Spira has
to be approved by the PAM, who can reject it or evaluate it.
During the morning meeting, Danish PAMs, acting as a Change
Control Board (CCB), approved, planned, and assigned the
incident to a developer through Spira. The developer that starts
working on the defect changes the status to “in progress.” and
when he finishes working on that, he marks it as “completed.”
The developer then assigns the incident to the PAM, who tests
and verifies it. The process defined in the diagram is supported
by Spira, and the current status of every defect is visible in the
tool at any time. Interestingly, the team members did not use
the notification mechanism built into the tool, but notified each
other using the Skype chat. During the feedback meeting, team
members justified the seemingly more cumbersome social
protocol with the opportunity for short social interchanges
along with the notifications.
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Figure 1: Incident Workflow. The diagram is part of the documentation used in
the team.
Agenda Coordination Mechanism. In Team C [23] of
the student team case, the Danish team members started to
share an agenda for the meetings from the very beginning of
the collaboration; the agenda was shared during the meeting
through the Group Chat. After some weeks, a problem was
reported in a Forum message by the Chinese team members in
reaction to a not successful meeting: they explicitly requested
to share the agenda prior to a meeting:
We, PKU, advise that you, ITU, tell us agenda in ad-
vance. In that case, we, PKU, have time to prepare
for it. And our meeting will be better. O(∩ ∩)O
[Wusheng, China]
In the same week, the Danish team members produced a doc-
ument about the collaboration in which rules for the sharing of
the agenda were proposed:
A written meeting agenda should be uploaded at
Wednesdays in order to accomplish effective virtual
meetings. The author of these should be shifting be-
tween China and Denmark. So e.g. 1: one sub-team
post a agenda proposal on Wednesday 2: the other
sub-team confirm, write a respond to it or add things
to the agenda latest 2 hours before the meeting on
Friday. 3: the sub-team who originally created the
draft will add a final agenda latest 1 hour before the
meeting starts.
The suggested rules (i.e. proposals for social protocols) were
discussed in a Forum thread and the coordination mechanism
was established: after the agreement was reached, the agenda
(artifact) was shared by one member at one location through
a Forum message, it was integrated by a member at the other
location, and finally modified by the members that proposed
it (social protocol). This practice was carried out one after
the other in the two locations during the remainder of the
collaboration.
In summary. This section reported two examples of co-
ordination mechanisms: (1) the incident mechanism, an
established coordination mechanism formally defined in the
documentation of an established team, and (2) the agenda
mechanism, a novel coordination mechanism that was estab-
lished in a forming globally-distributed team. In the former
example, a collaborative SE tool - the issue tracker system
- supports the coordination mechanism, while in the latter,
the coordination mechanism is supported by communication
through SoSo tools, namely IM group chat and Forum. In
order to thoroughly describe how the communication occurring
in distributed teams supports coordination mechanisms, the
analytic concept of communicative genre is introduced and
described in the following section.
5.2. Communicative Genres
5.2.1. Definition
Genre Theory states that genres create order to simplify the
mass of available information [42]. Yates and Orlikowski have
widely investigated the notion of communicative genres as a
way for structuring practices in organizations [24]. A genre
of organizational communication is a “distinctive type of com-
municative action characterized by a socially recognized com-
municative purpose and a common form” [43]. The commu-
nicative purpose of a genre is not rooted in a single individ-
ual’s motive for communicating, but in a purpose that is con-
structed, recognized and reinforced within a community [44].
The form of a genre refers to the readily observable features of
the communication, including structural features, communica-
tion medium and language [24]. Structural features can be text
formatting, such as lists and headings, as well as devices for
structuring interactions at meeting, such as agenda and chair-
person; the communication medium can be pen and paper, face
to face, telephone or mail; the language can be the level of for-
mality or the specialized vocabulary used [24].
People produce, reproduce and change genres through a con-
tinuous process of negotiation and re-adaptation [43]. Genres
may be considered at different levels of abstraction and can be
combined in genre repertoire, a set of genres routinely enacted
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Figure 2: Minutes Notifier Genre
by a particular community. A community’s genre repertoire
indicates “its established communicative practices and it can
serve as a analytic tool for investigating the establishment of a
community’s communicative practices” [24]. Im et al. [45], for
example, use genre and genre repertoire for analyzing email
communication of a geographically-dispersed software team.
In their work, they analyze and describe in detail the genres
identified in the electronic communication between team mem-
bers. It appears promising to adapt a similar approach and to
perform communicative genre analysis also on other commu-
nicative channels used by distributed teams, such as SoSo.
5.2.2. Example
Many different communicative genres can be identified in
our empirical cases. Genre analysis can be performed on mail,
SoSo, but also on meetings and in general on any “type of
communicative action characterized by a socially recognized
communicative purpose and a common form” [43]. Our
interest is in computer-mediated traces of communication,
particularly in classifying the usage of SoSo in order to under-
stand its role in GSD practices. An example of communicative
genre recurrent in two different projects of the student case is
reported in the following.
Minutes Notifier. In the student case, the Minutes Noti-
fier genre is recurrent in Team A and in Team C, an example
of Minutes Notifier genre is reported in Figure 2. The commu-
nicative purpose of the genre is to inform team members that
minutes of the weekly meeting have been uploaded in the file
section of Assembla. The form of the genre is similar in all
Minutes Notifier messages identified:
• the communication medium is the Forum available in As-
sembla;
• the structural features make the genre easy recogniz-
able: in the title the purpose of the message is reported,
e.g.,“minutes of today’s meeting” and it is followed by a
brief message as well as by a link to the file uploaded;
• the language is usually based on specific terms, such as
“minutes” and “file section” and goes straight to the point,
with a brief informal opening like “hi guys.”
The Minutes Notifier genre has been developed within two stu-
dent teams (Team A and Team C) with the purpose of mak-
ing all team members aware that a specific file, i.e., minutes
of the meeting has been uploaded. An automatic functional-
ity of Assembla enables a similar communication purpose, e.g.,
team members can receive an automatic mail whenever a file
is uploaded. However, this practice has been established and,
despite the fact that the coordination mechanism of file sharing
is well supported by the file sharing system available in As-
sembla, an independent communicative genre is used to enact
and reinforce the coordination mechanism. This appears to be
a common relationship between communicative genres and co-
ordination mechanisms; it will be described in detail in Section
6.
Please note that the purpose of the Minutes Notifier com-
municative genre is to inform team members that minutes of
the weekly meeting have been uploaded, thus providing aware-
ness to other team members. As we will show in Section 5.4,
the awareness purpose underpins the situated articulation genre,
which is a genre category that also includes the Minutes Noti-
fier genre. Thus, a genre can be part of a genre category, sharing
the purpose but differing in the form. The notion of purpose is
further detailed in the next subsection.
5.3. Communicative Purposes
5.3.1. Extending the definition
In their analysis of communicative genres in mail, Or-
likowski and Yates [24] identify purposes such as: response,
question, proposal, for your information (FYI), and meta-
comment. These purposes are not related to the specific prac-
tice observed and are not sufficient for the detailed analysis
of concrete interaction through SoSo that we aim to perform.
In our framework, the concept of purpose of a communicative
genre is considered with a meaning related to the practice it is
part of, rather than the one presented by Orlikowski and Yates
in their studies, and the communicative genre analysis is per-
formed in combination with interaction analysis [40]. Since,
as mentioned above, communication genres can be identified
at different levels, we consider purposes related to the practice
context in which they occur, such as awareness and team build-
ing in order to understand the roles of communicative genres
within collaborative software development practices. The re-
sponse/question dimension used by Orlikowski and Yates [24]
is maintained as a generic categorization that, when appropri-
ate, specifies sub-genres with more specific purposes within the
content related purposes identified.
5.3.2. Examples
In the student project reported in [23], several communica-
tive genres, respectively, genre categories, are identified: work
discussions, knowledge sharing, encouraging chats, social
chats, metawork, and situated articulation. A detailed descrip-
tion of each communicative genre is outside the scope of this
paper; however, few examples are reported in the following
to clarify the perspective adopted in our framework and how
it differs from the Orlikowski and Yates [24] approach. In
particular, in the following, examples of Work discussions
genre and of Team building genre are reported, both from the
student projects case and from the DHI case. Metawork and
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situated articulation genres deserve a detailed discussion, as
they are related with the articulation work concept introduced
in Section 5.1. This is detailed in the subsequent subsection.
Work Discussions. Work discussions have the purpose
of collaborating with remote team members. Work discussions
can be related to decision-making, requirement specification,
project planning, technical issues, etc. In our empirical cases,
work discussions can be found in IM chats, Forums, and mails,
with slightly different structural features and level of formality
of the language due to the medium used, but with the same
work purpose, and thus they fall in the same genre category.
Work discussions usually start with a question, followed by one
or more answers that sometimes lead to a broader discussion.
The question/answer purpose suggested by Orlikowski and
Yates [24] iis present as subcategory to add details to the
purpose of performing the actual work, discussions about
solutions to implement, or issues encountered. An example of
a work question in the Forum of one of the student projects is
reported below:
CinemaService URL??
Hey Rafael! What’s the URL I should use to initiate
the cinemaService?? [Tommy, Team A]
In the example, the work question is reported in the title of
the forum message and in the post itself. The question is
about a concrete work issue. One team member, Rafael, is
addressed, despite it being a Forum message broadcast to all
team members. In this way, if someone else in the team knows
the answer, he can reply to the question; moreover, being in a
Forum thread, the information is stored in a more persistent
repository than, e.g., in an IM chat.
In the DHI team, work discussions while analyzing IM
chat logs have also been highlighted in [22] and have been
classified as collaboration chats. In the re-analysis through
the communicative genre concept performed in this paper, the
chats in [22] categorized under the purpose of collaboration
fall in the genre category of work discussions. An example of
an IM chat of the DHI case is reported in the following.
Jakob: Does your solution for 699 hide any field that
is of type GUID? The main reason this came up is be-
cause when you do an Intersect or Union, the GUID
from the two input feature classes are added to the
output table. This is what Joe wanted hidden, not just
the standard “ID” field.
Naveen: oh okay, I didnt do that :(
Jakob: Yes, I think the criteria should be if the field
type is “Guid”, not what the field name is.
Naveen: but cant some other guid fields could be im-
portant.
Jakob: Possibly, but for now we want them all hid-
den.
Naveen: okay will do that.
In this example, it is possible to see how work discussion chats
complement formal design specifications. Team members refer
to the incident number (699) and discuss the solution of an
incident, clarifying what the software should do under specific
conditions. The work discussion starts with a question and the
technical issue is solved with very fast interactions between
co-workers, probably faster than detailing it in formal design
documents. Decisions that occurred in the chat but should
be reported in the issue tracker system in order to document
them are included in the issue tracker after the chat. From the
log analysis, it is visible that when the topic is too complex
for a written chat, the conversation that started in IM is then
usually moved to a call. Moreover, if issues are considered
to have a wider implication, team members may start a
discussion on e-mail [22]. These findings have been confirmed
by the Danish team members during a workshop, indicating
that well-established teams have different genres for the
same overall purpose, depending on, for example, the complex-
ity of the topic and the level of impact of the discussion at hand.
Team Building. In the analysis of the student project
communicative genres [23], we identified two different genres
with the purpose of team building: socialization genre and
encouraging chats. These genres cannot be related to any
question/answer purpose proposed by Orlikowski and Yates
[24]. However, they appear fundamental in communication
between team members, both as an explicit purpose and as a
sub-text [22] in other genres, e.g., work discussions.
Socializing chats, referred to also as cheap talk [46], con-
sist of messages with the sole purpose of socializing with the
remote team members talking, for example, about each other’s
country; an example of IM chat occurring in the Team C of the
student project is reported below:
Zhang: Denmark is a beautiful country. I will go to
Denmark to have a tour if there any chance, To got to
know this country
Stella: well please come... It is beautiful!! I have
several chinese colleagues and friends at work (sushi
restaurant)
This chat occurred in the beginning of the collaboration, when
IM chats appear to be used to get to know each other and to
establish a good working environment, as confirmed during the
post-mortem interview with Stella.
In the DHI team, pure socialization chats are rare and are
mostly used as introductory socializing talk at the beginning of
the day, as it is reported in the following example.
Prashant: Hi Jonas
Jonas: hi Prashant
Prashant: hows monday treating you?
Jonas: better than usual. Working from home
Prashant: oh we r on the same boat
Jonas: good to hear :)
The socialization chat provides awareness about the situation of
the remote colleague Jonas, with whom Prashant works daily;
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the chat appears as an opening to establish the connection for
further communication during the day.
Encouraging messages are positive feedback to a mes-
sage posted by another team member, which can belong to
any other genre. Two examples from the student projects are
provided below:
You did a great job! 佩服你们。 And we will finish
our part of self-introduction soon. [Yang, Team C]
This is really cool:] [Arnold, Team B]
The two examples clearly show appreciation for the work
performed and encourage remote team members to continue
the successful collaboration. In the first case, some Chinese
characters are reported as a translation of the English sentence
“You did a great job” — thus adding a funny and challenging
connotation to the message. Encouraging chats in the student
teams happen both in IM and in Forum.
In the DHI team, encouraging IM chats are very frequent.
In the following example, after a technical discussion, the
manager gives encouraging feedback to the developer and
shows that he appreciates the work that has been done.
Julius: uh - you are very methodic. That is great
Shahid: Thanks
Shahid: but if i have missed any..then please let me
know
Julius: I will - but please home now :)
The example shows Julius’ appreciation for the work performed
by Shahid and the commitment of Shahid. The tester is work-
ing until late in the evening to finish his job and he wants to be
sure he has done all tests necessary, “If i have missed any..then
please let me know.” Julius assures Shahid and pushes him
to “go home” acknowledging the commitment of the tester.
These encouraging chats allow team members to maintain a
good working relationship despite geographical distance. The
importance of encouraging chats is highlighted by one of the
PAMs of the DHI case:
Our team is not so big, so I think it’s important to
take care about what is happening and give the right
attention to each team member. [Jakob, Denmark]
Summarizing, socialization chats are visible, mainly through
IM, in the initial phase of the student project and as an initi-
ation of the working day in the industrial case. Encouraging
chats are common, both in the student case and in the industrial
case through IM or Forum messages, and are usually reactions
to successful achievements of the remote team members. De-
pending on the maturity of the team, different kinds of team
building conversations can happen and they seem to establish,
support, and improve the collaboration across sites. The sup-
portive role of team building chats for the development of other
communicative genres and for the success of the collaboration
is further discussed in Section 6.4.
5.4. Articulation Work
The articulation work concept has been introduced in Section
5.1, in relation with the definition of coordination mechanisms.
However, articulation work can be understood as a communica-
tive genre category. Thus, it deserves a particular attention, and
an extension of the definition is provided in the following, sup-
ported by some examples.
5.4.1. Extending the definition
Schmidt and Simone [3] refer to the concept of articulation
work that is defined as:
“. . . a recursive phenomenon in that the management
of an established arrangement of articulating a coop-
erative effort may itself be conducted as a cooperative
effort which, may also need to be articulated.” [3]
In cooperative work settings characterized by complex task in-
terdependence, “coordination mechanisms reduce the complex-
ity of articulation work and alleviate the need for ad-hoc delib-
eration and negotiation” [3]. In our framework, two levels of ar-
ticulation work are distinguished, as suggested by Gerson [47]
and Strauss [48]: metawork and situated articulation. Meta-
work is used to describe the development of a social protocol.
Situated articulation denotes the discussion of the state of the
current task in order to coordinate this task; situated articula-
tion involves “adapting a social protocol to a situated use” [49].
Metawork and situated articulation can be understood as cate-
gories of communicative genres that are used for changing and
articulating not only the coordination mechanisms but also the
communicative genres of a project team.
5.4.2. Examples
Despite the fact that coordination mechanisms should allevi-
ate articulation work, it becomes obvious that articulation work
in the form of metawork is necessary to establish coordination
mechanisms and that, once the coordination mechanism is
established, further articulation work in the form of situated
articulation appears fundamental to support the coordination
mechanism. This section provides some examples to show
the difference between the two kinds of articulation work,
while Section 6 will detail the supportive role of metawork and
situated articulation for establishing and enacting coordination
mechanisms.
Metawork. Metawork communication consists of meta-
comments about how to structure the work within the team.
This can be in the form of proposals, questions, answers
or discussions about how to carry on the work. Metawork
allows establishing coordination mechanisms. An example of
a metawork proposal that occurred in the Forum of one of the
student teams is reported below:
Hello, everyone of ITU, I made a table by Word. In
order to find the best time for our meeting, please
download the .doc file and fill the table, and then up-
load it in a reply message. By it, we can have a clearly
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view which is the proper time. Thanks! [Cheung,
Team C]
In the Forum metawork message, Cheung suggests a procedure
to follow (social protocol) for using the word document
(artifact) to find the best time for the weekly meeting. Thus, a
temporary coordination mechanism is established by Cheung,
who also suggests the social protocol to follow.
Metawork is supported both by IM chats and Forum messages,
helping to establish persistent coordination mechanisms, as
shown in detail in the temporal analysis performed for Team C
and reported in [23]. Thanks to metawork, effective negotiation
of social protocols and decisions about coordination mecha-
nisms have been made between team members and metawork
discussions usually end when coordination mechanisms get
established.
In the DHI case, metawork does not appear in the IM
conversations: team members just do things, without dis-
cussing how the work needs to be performed. It is possible,
however, that metawork took place in channels other than IM
in order to inform all team members of practices to follow,
e.g., in mails. However, we did not analyze in detail the mail
communication of the DHI team, thus only hypotheses can be
suggested.
Situated Articulation. Another kind of articulation work,
situated articulation, is visible in communicative practices
of both the industrial and student case. Situated Articulation
communicative genres are questions, answers or FYI messages
about the work that has been done so far with the purpose to
provide awareness to all team members about the status of the
project. In particular, team members can ask for an update
about the status of the project, they can reply or independently
provide an update of what they did recently. The Situated
Articulation genre is particularly interesting because it is
used for supporting and enacting established coordination
mechanisms.
In the three student projects, a large amount of the File
Notifier genre is reported as an example of situated articulation
genre category. The File Notifier genre is a broader genre that
includes the Minutes Notifier genre described in Section 5.2.2.
File Notifier messages consist in notifications about the sharing
of files, minutes, agenda, and the standup meeting that support
the associated coordination mechanisms. It is interesting to
note that in Team C, once coordination mechanisms have been
established, patterns of collaboration are clearly visible in the
Forum, e.g., as sequences of messages: standup, agenda, and
minutes [23].
In the DHI case, many situated articulation chats were
observed. In [22], the authors referred to these chats as
coordination chat; however, the coordination dimension is
present in the coordination mechanism itself, while the situated
articulation chat has the purpose to provide awareness, sup-
porting the coordination mechanism. An example of situated
articulation chat in which the social protocol is “adapted to a
situated use” is reported below.
Prashant: Hi Jonas..
Prashant: I have implemented . . .
Prashant: the implementation is working fine
Prashant: do u want me to check-in the code and test
on ur system??
Jonas: maybe you could show it to me ?
Jonas: I’ll call when Morten is ready
Prashant: ok.call me once you guys are ready
In this example, Prashant reports that he has completed a task
and he makes Jonas aware that the “implementation is working
fine.” The fact that the task is completed is reported in Spira, the
issue tracker system, and, following the incident workflow (see
Section 5.1) Jonas should check the implementation without the
explicit request of Prashant. The coordination mechanism is es-
tablished in the team and theoretically does not require further
communication. However, since the incident is of particular
relevance, Prashant wants to comment on the finalization of the
task, and he wants to be sure that the implementation matches
Jonas’ expectations. Therefore, a situated articulation message
is sent to Jonas to adapt the social protocol defined for the co-
ordination mechanism to the specific case, highlighting the im-
portance of the incident solved. A broader discussion on the
establishment, adaptation and maintaining of social protocols
is carried on in the following subsection.
5.5. Social Protocols
5.5.1. Extending the definition
The definition of coordination mechanisms (see Section 5.1)
explicitly mentions the role of the social protocol: “a set of
rules, conventions, policies shared by people involved in the
cooperative activity” [3]. In the communicative genres defi-
nition, protocols are not defined; however, it is reported that
social norms are visible in recurrent communicative situation
[43]; thus, social norms are underpinning also the concept of
communicative genres. More in general, the concept of social
protocol (or social norm or social rule) is related to the concept
of practice and, particularly to the social nature of it, as stated
by Wittgenstein [50]:
. . . obeying a rule is a practice. And to think one is
obeying a rule is not to obey a rule. Hence it is not
possible to obey a rule privately: otherwise thinking
one was obeying a rule would be the same thing as
obeying it. (P.I. 202 [50])
The social nature of the norm thus comprises the necessity to
be shared by people involved. Wittgenstein also suggests that
[50]:
. . . we lay down rules, a technique, for a game, and
that then when we follow the rules, things do not turn
out as we had assumed (P.I. 125 [50])
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That is to say, social protocols not only need to be initially de-
cided upon, but also adopted and adapted by people over time,
thus being socially shared, modified and appropriated. This
phenomenon is also referred to as local and temporary align-
ment of social practices, see e.g., [51], [52]. As visible in our
field material, social protocols come about and are maintained
in different ways. Social protocols can be both explicitly and
implicitly defined by team members. A social protocol is ex-
plicitly defined through metawork when team members discuss
whether and how to use a specific artifact. For example, a team
can decide to share an agenda (the artifact of the coordination
mechanism) prior to a meeting and how team members in each
locations are alternatively responsible for that. A social pro-
tocol can be implicitly adopted, e.g., based on previous work
experience in the project or from professional knowledge. The
social protocol on how to use the agenda during the meeting
might be implicitly driven by previous experience of team mem-
bers and does not require further discussions on how to use the
artifact. A social protocol can also be defined but not adopted,
when team members agree on it, but later do not use it. Social
protocols are formed, negotiated, established and maintained
by team members in globally-distributed teams, thanks to the
usage of SoSo. Some examples from the DHI case are reported
in the following.
5.5.2. Examples
In the DHI case, both Word and PDF documents are used
to formalize the planning and the execution of the WB project.
The Project Organization and Project Life Cycle are formally
defined in a document with guidelines for the Software Devel-
opment Project. The document incorporates a short, step-by-
step guide on how Spira should be used by the team to manage
software development projects. The social protocol on how to
use Spira is formally described in the documentation, and is de-
fined, shared, and established among team members. From the
observations during the project, the researcher can confirm that
the social protocol was also adopted by team members. De-
spite the social protocol being well established, some IM chats
present in the field material show how social protocols need to
be maintained between team members. An example of situated
articulation chat is reported in the following.
Naveen: any incident you have planned for me...
Naveen: to fix
Jonas: look in SPIRA for planned - take from the top
with respect to priority
Even though the social protocol is known by Naveen, he explic-
itly asks Jonas if there is something in particular he should work
on, wanting to double check whether or not to rely on Spira —
thus on the coordination mechanism. Jonas answers, confirm-
ing following the social protocol through which this chat is rein-
forced and maintained. The need for confirmation of an already
defined social protocol from the Indian developers is an aspect
that emerged during the workshop with Danish team members:
these kinds of chats serve to maintain a social relationship with
remote team members, thus by PAMs they are considered to be
important, though disruptive.
In the documentation, the role played by the “incident num-
ber” assigned by the tool to any issue inserted in the system is
formally described. However, the number is also used in the
check-in comments of the source code, as defined in a less for-
mal way in a piece of paper hanging on the wall of the Indian
site that summarizes the “todo before checking in the code.” In
this case, the social protocol on how to use the issue number
in the check-in comments is defined, shared, established, and
adopted by team members.
Another social protocol underpins the use of the incident
numbers. Team members continuously refer in the IM chats
to the incident number, as shown in the following example.
[10 : 07] Arun: 974 is yours now for verification (gap
filler scrollbars)
[10 : 09] Nelson: thanks
[11 : 58] Arun: 1008
[12 : 07] Nelson: all yours
[12 : 57] Arun: your now.
[13 : 18] Nelson: 847 is yours
In this case, a situated articulation chat is carried on between the
two team members that exchange incident numbers in the chat,
along with assigning the task in Spira, and the incident numbers
bouncing back and forth, allowing fast coordination between
team members. In the example, time stamps are reported, indi-
cating that collaboration took place during the whole morning;
team members rely on each other to know what to do, and the
shared social protocol helps them understand what to do when
they receive an IM chat with a number. The situated articu-
lation chat augments the coordination mechanism enacted in
Spira, while the social protocol is undefined, implicitly adopted
based on previous work experience, and then shared, which al-
lows team members to understand the meaning of the number
mentioned in the chat.
5.6. The Repertoire
In this subsection, the concept of repertoire, defined for com-
municative genres, is described and adapted to the set of coor-
dination mechanisms used in the teams.
5.6.1. Extending the definition
Genres may be considered at different levels of abstraction
and they can be combined in genre repertoire: “a set of genres
routinely enacted by a particular community” [24]. A commu-
nity’s genre repertoire indicates “its established communicative
practices and it can serve as a analytic tool for investigating
the establishment of a community’s communicative practices”
[24]. The concept of repertoire can also be used in relation to
the coordination mechanisms, as teams can establish a reper-
toire of coordination mechanisms that indicate the coordina-
tive practices enacted in the team. In [22], the authors refer
to the concept of ecology of channels, comprising both the con-
cepts of repertoire of communicative genres and the concepts of
repertoire of coordination mechanisms. However, a distinction
between the two is useful for understanding how the repertoire
develops during the project, how it gets established, and what
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the relations are between the two in a project. Some examples
are reported in the following.
5.6.2. Examples
The student projects were examined by the researchers
during the whole collaboration and team members gave full
access to all artifacts produced and tools used; thus, it is
possible to provide an overview of the repertoires developed in
the teams during the whole collaboration. The first example
refers to a previous paper [23] describing the repertoire of
coordination mechanisms developed in Team C of the student
case. The second example is provided to show that it is possible
to compare different repertoires: in particular, a comparison
of the communicative genres repertoire in the Forum of the
student projects is illustrated. The third example describes the
role of IM as a dispatcher in the repertoire used by the DHI
team, as team members are aware of the repertoire of tools
they use, and they share social protocols on how to use them;
this example refers to previous work [22] reported in this paper
which introduces the relation between the communicative and
the coordinative repertoire.
Repertoire of Coordination Mechanisms. In [23], the
authors describe in detail the establishment and development
of the repertoire of communicative genres in Team C of the
student project case and they relate it to the establishment of
the repertoire of coordination mechanisms. Five coordination
mechanisms are established in the team: the issue management
mechanisms, the versioning of the source code, the file sharing
mechanism, the standup meeting, and the sharing of the agenda
for the meetings. All coordination mechanisms are supported
by functionalities available in Assembla. However, while the
first three mechanisms are supported by tools traditionally used
in Software Engineering, such as the issue tracker tool, the
version control system, and the file sharing system; the last
two coordination mechanisms, the standup meeting and the
agenda, are supported by the Forum. A detailed description of
all coordination mechanisms is provided in the paper, as well
as the supportive role of the communicative genre repertoire
for the negotiation and establishment of the repertoire of
coordination mechanisms [23]. In summary, the empirical
results of the paper show that the role of SoSo is to support
informal communication, enabling social talk and metawork,
necessary for both establishing and maintaining effective
coordination mechanisms, thus successful cooperation [23].
Repertoire of Communicative Genres. A detailed anal-
ysis of the whole communication through Forum messages
in the three student projects has been performed through the
communicative genre analytic concept. This is to provide a
quantitative overview of how the communication occurred
within the three distributed teams, thus allowing the compari-
son of the different repertoires developed. Five communicative
genre categories have been identified: team building, situ-
ated articulation, metawork, work, and knowledge sharing.
A description of each genre category is provided in [23];
most of the genres have also been explained in the previous
Figure 3: Repertoire of Communicative Genres in the student case. The graph
shows the number of instances for each communicative genre identified in the
Forum communication between team members of the three teams under study.
subsections. Once SoSo logs have been coded through genre
analysis, the numerical distribution of genres can provide some
insights about the teams, as reported in Figure 3, indicating
which communicative genres are developed more often by
each of the three student teams. Please note that in our field
material, one Forum message is coded with one single genre.
If more genres appear to be suitable for a message, the main
genre is assigned. Figure 3 gives some indications about the
amount of communication that occurred in the different teams,
particularly highlighting that Team C invested a lot in team
building and articulation work discussions, while in Team A
metawork and team building genres did not occur as often.
However, analyzing only the repertoire of communicative
genres does not provide insights into the collaboration. By
relating the communication repertoire with the repertoire of
coordination mechanisms, it is possible not only to provide
a description of practices, as the authors have done in [23]
but also to show the hypotheses on the possible reasons of
breakdowns, as discussed in Section 6.4.
The dispatcher role of IM chats. In the DHI case, a
full analysis of the repertoire of coordination mechanisms
and of communicative genres has not been performed. Some
coordination mechanisms have been identified in [22] and
have been reported in this paper to show how coordination
mechanisms work effectively in an established team. A
quantitative analysis of the communicative genre repertoire
has not been performed, as no reference point was available to
interpret the results. However, from the sample of IM chats
coded for the purpose of this paper, it is clear that IM chats
belong mostly to the situated articulation genre and to the work
genre; metawork discussions rarely occur in IM chats, and
encouraging chats are more recurrent than are pure socializing
chats. It would be problematic to conclude anything based on
the different distribution of communicative genres alone: the
DHI team did not use any team chat. For metawork, which
necessarily includes the whole team, other channels, especially
e-mail, seems to have been used. E-mail communication
was not in the focus of that fieldwork and was therefore not
collected. We can, however, affirm the wide usage of situated
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articulation messages indicating that coordination mechanisms
are effectively established in the team. Team members use
the repertoire and are aware of how to use the different tools,
and thus they share common social protocols. Our analysis
supports the fact that in distributed settings it is important not
only to use the same set of tools, but also to develop common
social protocols through articulation work and metawork. In
particular, in [22] the authors refer to the concept of “ecology
of channels,” to indicate a socio-technical communication
system where different channels are used in a complementary
way [22]. The analysis provides an indication that IM plays
a special role in such a socio-technical system, acting as glue
between different communicative channels and complementing
collaborative SE tools that provide templates for coordination
mechanisms. These aspects will be further discussed in Section
8.3. In the following, the relation between communicative
genres and coordination mechanisms is described in greater
detail.
6. Relation between Communicative Genres and Coordina-
tion Mechanisms
The mutually supportive relation between communicative
genres and coordination mechanisms is evident in many of the
examples reported in Section 5, and it has already been high-
lighted in several cases. However, the relation warrants a more
detailed analysis. In this section, more complex examples are
analyzed in order to motivate and explicate how the theoretical
framework presented in Section 7 comes about.
6.1. Example 1: File Notifier genre and File Sharing mecha-
nism
In the coordination mechanism repertoire of the student
projects, described in Section 5.6, the file sharing coordina-
tion mechanism is reported as part of the coordinative repertoire
established in Team C. In the file sharing system available in
Assembla, important files (artifacts) are regularly exchanged,
and, when the file is considered to be of particular relevance,
a message is posted in the Forum to notify other team mem-
bers that the file is available in the system (social protocol).
The Forum message constitutes a File Notifier genre described
in Section 5.4, as part of situated articulation genre category
occurring in the student teams, and, in this case, supports the
coordination mechanism through explicit communication me-
diated by SoSo. Whenever coordination mechanisms are es-
tablished, the situated articulation genre in SoSo sustains the
coordination mechanism, allowing team members to keep an
informal channel open for further discussions or for social talk.
Another example of this kind of situated articulation genre that
enacts and enhances the coordination mechanism is visible in
the DHI case and is reported in Section 5.5: situated articula-
tion chats containing incident numbers are exchanged between
team members, sustaining the established coordination mecha-
nism of issue tracking supported by Spira.
Figure 4: The Incident Coordination Mechanism is supported by Work Genre
and Situated Articulation Genre.
6.2. Example 2: DHI incident
In Section 5.1, the Incident Coordination Mechanism estab-
lished in the DHI team was described. The process described in
the incident workflow available in the documentation is sup-
ported by communication through mails, voice calls, screen
sharing, and IM chats. Informal communication takes place
in order to clarify the formal specification, adding informa-
tion to the descriptions reported in Spira: different communica-
tive genres support the Incident coordination mechanism. Fol-
lowing the lifecycle of a specific incident, we identified three
phases in which communication took place across sites [22]
when the defect was (a) assigned to the PAM, (b) when the
developer worked on it, and (c) when it is in status “completed”
(see Figure 1 for the representation of the incident workflow).
Figure 4 shows a representation of the Incident coordination
mechanism and of the communicative genres that support it.
The coordination mechanism alleviates the necessity of ad-hoc
discussions on how to deal with incidents (1). In phase (a), if a
tester or a developer assigns the defect to a PAM, the steps to
reproduce the incident described in Spira could be insufficient
for the PAM to reproduce it. In this case, the PAM starts an IM
chat with the Indian member through IM (work genre), or he
may ask to start a screen sharing session in order to better un-
derstand the problem (2). When a developer is working on the
resolution of an incident (phase b), and he has doubts on how to
implement the solution described in Spira, he contacts the PAM
to discuss the technical issues (work genre), through IM or au-
dio (3). Finally, when an incident is closed (phase c), it can hap-
pen that the implemented solution does not completely solve the
issue, or the solution can interfere with other parts of the soft-
ware. In the former case, the PAM uses chats and audio to talk
directly with the developer to solve the issue (work genre) (4)
or he may decide to re-open the incident (situated articulation
genre) (5). In the latter case, a mail is sent to all PAMs and
developers involved to inform all members about the problem
and to find a shared solution (situated articulation genre) (5).
The resolution of incidents takes place not only through the co-
ordination mechanism enacted by Spira and by the source code
repository, but it also involves a whole range of communicative
genres supported by different communication channels: mail,
chat, and screen sharing that sustain the coordination mecha-
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Figure 5: The Agenda Coordination Mechanism is supported by Metawork
Genre and Situated Articulation Genre.
nism, thus allowing the success of the collaboration. Among
the different channels used, IM chats comprise the initial dis-
patcher through which other channels are then considered and
used, if needed.
6.3. Example 3: student agenda
Section 5.1 has described how the agenda coordination
mechanism is established in Team C of the student case. Fig-
ure 5 shows a more complete representation of how the coor-
dination mechanism is established, highlighting the relation-
ship between communicative genres and coordination mecha-
nisms. The agenda is a coordination mechanism that allevi-
ates the articulation work needed to decide what should be dis-
cussed during a meeting (1). In reaction to an unsuccessful
meeting, the team discusses the usage of agenda in a Forum
thread and decides to share the agenda before the meeting, thus
the metawork genre serves to initiate the coordination mech-
anism (2). Once the coordination mechanism is defined and
adopted, a re-discussion of the protocol occurs through Forum
messages, indicating that the agenda should be produced by
team members in both locations, alternating each week; thus,
the social protocol evolves over time, thanks to metawork (3).
Once team members have decided who is responsible to share
the agenda before the meeting, the responsible person creates
a Forum message that is broadcast to all team members com-
municating the agenda of the week; thus, situated articulation
genre takes place in the Forum as part of employing the coordi-
nation mechanism, supporting and enhancing it (4). The coor-
dination mechanism is initiated, modified, and enacted through
two different communicative genres: metawork and situated ar-
ticulation, both supported by Forum messages.
6.4. Example 4: comparing three student projects
Section 5.6 has reported the analysis of the repertoire of
communicative genres appearing in the Forum messages of the
student case, allowing comparison of the three teams. However,
it is necessary to relate the repertoire of communicative genres
with the repertoire of coordination mechanisms established
in each team in order to describe the different teams and to
show possible reasons for breakdowns. A detailed analysis
of the communicative and cooperative practices in the three
student teams is reported in the following and a synthesis is
provided at the end of this subsection to provide insights on the
collaboration.
Team A. Figure 3 shows that team members scarcely
communicate through the Forum, mostly using it for situated
articulation and rarely for metawork or team building. Most
of the conversations were started by the Danish side; seldom
did Brazilian students use the Forum, mails or IM chats to
communicate with the remote team members. The team
mostly relied on weekly meetings and on some coordination
mechanisms. In particular, the team effectively established
one coordination mechanism: the sharing of the agenda
supported every week by a situated articulation message that
was posted in the Forum alternatively by team members in
each location. Many of the other coordination mechanisms
did not seem to be used in a common way across sites. For
example, the file sharing coordination mechanism was used
by team members in both locations, but the social protocol
was not shared between team members: the File Notifier genre
through Forum messages was used solely by the Danish team
members. An example of coordination mechanism that was
initiated, but not adopted, is the issue managing system that
was initiated by the Danish team members, creating 50 issues
throughout the project; however, the system was never really
used by the Danish members, nor by the Brazilian members.
The lack of communication and of shared social protocols
caused misunderstandings and major challenges in the last part
of the project, when the two parts of the code — developed
independently by the two sub-teams — needed to be integrated.
An example of issues related to the lack of articulation work is
reported in a metawork Forum message:
If anybody else engage in testing of the remaining
components, then it would be nice if you would post a
message so we don’t do double work and create con-
flicts in SVN as Roberto and I did earlier today :-)
[Jonas, Denmark]
The collaboration of Team A is proven to be unsuccessful, as
is evident in the field material and reported by team members
in the final report; many reasons could be given to explain
this. The analysis of communicative and coordinative prac-
tices can provide some indications about the misalignment
between communicative genres and coordination mechanisms.
Metawork did not take place in any tracked communication
tool, as it occurred only during weekly meetings rather than in
mail or SoSo, and coordination mechanisms did not effectively
get established between team members. Metawork certainly
occurred during meetings; however, it did not appear sufficient
to get a shared understanding of the negotiated practices to
follow between team members. Moreover, the team did not
invest in team building through SoSo. Other teams, e.g.,
DHI case and Team C, seemed to encourage and sustain the
collaboration. To conclude, from the analysis of Team A, we
can affirm that relying only on pre-established coordination
mechanisms does not appear advisable, especially if social
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protocols on the usage of the coordination mechanisms are not
successfully negotiated and shared between team members.
Team B. The collaboration started with many challenges
and team members tried to overcome them by imposing
processes and social protocols to improve the collaboration
through many metawork proposals (see Figure 3). However,
negotiation and shared adoption of practices did not occur, and
imposed processes were not followed by all team members.
For example, daily stand up meetings were proposed to give the
project an “everyday” effect; however, they were used rarely,
since, as stated in the final report of the Danish sub-team: “they
appeared to be a quite formal requirement.” Team members
did not invest in team building, and the metawork was not
intertwined with the actual work, as is evident in Team C; this
can be seen as one of the factors influencing the unsuccessful
establishment of common practices. As the project progressed
different social protocols were established from what was
explicitly decided in the beginning, and the initial metawork
was replaced by practices derived from the actual work. Thus,
some explicit coordination mechanisms were established in
the last part of the project; for example, the issues managing
system was used only in the last month of the collaboration (22
issues in total), despite software development and collaboration
activities already taking place in the previous months. The
team often used the File Notifier genre reported as part of
situated articulation in Figure 3 to highlight the uploading
of some important files; however, no regular patterns were
visible, as reported for Team C. As Figure 3 shows, most of
the messages exchanged in Team B were work discussions.
Since both sub-teams had responsibilities for all parts of the
software, many dependencies in the actual collaboration arose
and team members needed many work discussions. Especially
in the last part of the project, the Forum was effectively used to
support them, and its asynchronous nature helped to overcome
the lack of overlapping working hours. However, the huge
number of work discussions could also be an indication of the
scarce effectiveness of the coordination mechanisms adopted.
In summary, similar to Team A, Team B metawork did not
turn out to be successful; certainly, the team did not use
SoSo to push team building conversations to establish a good
environment for the collaboration. Nevertheless, the team
finally succeeded in the collaboration, despite encountering
difficulties in the integration of the software developed by the
sub-teams bringing about the required intense collaboration in
the last part of the project.
Team C. Figure 3 shows that much more communication
through Forum is visible in Team C than in other teams.
In particular, the team had many team building, metawork,
and situated articulation chats, all of which had a positive
influence on the actual collaborative work performed. The
work discussions were mainly performed during weekly
meetings in the weekly standup, as well as in the group chat.
In the team, socialization and encouraging chats were mixed
with the actual work. Team members made effective usage of
many coordination mechanisms: 110 issues were produced
and used as the main coordination mechanism for the software
development activities. The large number of File Notifier
messages, reported as part of situated articulation in Figure 3,
demonstrates that the sharing of minutes, the agenda, and the
standup meeting worked as effective coordination mechanisms,
which were adequately supported by the situated articulation
genre. For example, the Minutes Notifier genre supported
the coordination mechanism of sharing the minutes of the
meetings. Producing and sharing the minutes of the meeting
was an initiative of the Danish team members and was not a
practice commonly defined or requested; however, it became
an established practice. Chinese members considered it very
important, since it helped them “to go through the discussions
that occurred in the meeting and check if there was a common
understanding of what was discussed.” It is interesting to note
that, in Team C, practices were established after the first month
of collaboration, from which patterns of collaboration were
clearly visible in the Forum, e.g., as sequences of messages:
standup, agenda, and minutes. Most of the situated articulation
messages effectively supported the different coordination
mechanisms established. The development of the repertoires
in Team C is described in detail in [23]; however, from the
description provided, there is evidence of the supportive role
of the Forum for initiating, re-negotiating (through metawork),
and sustaining (through situated articulation) the coordination
mechanisms. The high amount of team building seems to
have an impact on the cohesion of the team that supported the
collaboration.
In summary. The communicative and coordinative prac-
tices of the three student projects have been described in detail
in the previous paragraphs using the concepts of communica-
tive genres and coordination mechanisms in a complementary
way. Thanks to the analysis performed, it is possible to
hypothesize possible reasons for the success of the teams or for
the breakdowns.
Team A relied solely on professional coordination mecha-
nisms, without dedicating time and effort on metawork for the
negotiation and establishment of shared social protocols, nor
spending time on team building for encouraging a good work
environment; thus, the team experienced major challenges in
the final phase of the project. In Team B the initial metawork
also did not turn out to be successful, and no team building
occurred. The team did finally succeed in the collaboration,
though encountering difficulties in the integration of the soft-
ware developed in the last part of the project. Team C suc-
ceeded with the establishment of shared coordination mecha-
nisms and effective social protocols, thanks to the initial suc-
cessful metawork and to team building. In Team C, meta-
work and situated articulation were fundamental to establish-
ing, maintaining, and enacting coordination mechanisms that
allowed the establishing of smooth collaboration and a positive
working environment.
The hypothesis is thus that the development of satisfying
communication and coordination practices depends on the suc-
cessful establishing and maintaining of social protocols, which
seems to be dependent on the initial metawork and on team
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Figure 6: The Conceptual Framework: Coordination Mechanisms and Com-
municative Genres can be used to describe Coordinative and Communicative
practices in globally-distributed teams. A Coordination Mechanism uses one
or more Communicative Genre and Communicative Genres can support the
establishment or the maintenance of a Coordination Mechanism, e.g., by re-
inforcing it. Metawork and Situated Articulation are special Communicative
Genres, which negotiate, develop, establish and support coordination mecha-
nisms. In this way, Articulation Work is alleviated by effective Coordination
Mechanisms.
building. However, these hypotheses that arise from the anal-
ysis performed need to be confirmed through further investiga-
tion. These aspects will be further discussed in the next section.
7. The Conceptual Framework
This section describes the conceptual framework that we pro-
pose for analyzing and describing coordinative and commu-
nicative practices in GSD, relating the notions of coordination
mechanisms [3] and communicative genres [24] described and
extended in Section 5. For the authors of the present paper, a
framework is a set of related concepts that is used to analyze
cases and to explain phenomena. Relating concepts together
in a single framework, it is possible to describe not only one
specific case but several cases of a different nature. Thus, a
framework allows generalizing from empirical cases to general
phenomena.
The framework proposed, reported in Figure 6, shows that
existing software process models and methods need to be
adapted and appropriated by team members in situated action
[13], as is also suggested in the framework proposed by Mc-
Chesney and Gallagher [39]. However, our framework is based
on the fact that the development of common social protocols is
crucial for achieving effective communicative and coordinative
practices, as well as for the adaptation of models and meth-
ods. The concepts of coordination mechanisms and commu-
nicative genres are both based on the notion of social protocols
and are mutually supportive; thus, they allow to describe how
communicative and coordinative practices are developed and
maintained in distributed teams. A coordination mechanism
consists of a coordinative protocol imprinted upon a distinct
artifact [3], while a communicative genre constituted by a form
and a purpose can be established, evolving over time, thanks to
social protocols shared between team members.
In summary, coordination mechanisms provide a way to col-
laborate through digital artifacts, alleviating metawork. How-
ever, they are supported by explicit communication, thus by
communicative genres. Thanks to communicative genres, co-
ordination mechanisms can be initiated, discussed, established,
and maintained, thus able to support the collaboration between
remote team members. Section 6 provides several examples
that describe communicative and coordinative practices in dif-
ferent globally-distributed teams, both novel and established
ones, using the theoretical concepts of this framework and
showing the mutually supportive relationship between commu-
nicative genres and coordination mechanisms.
The novelty of the framework proposed, compared with Mc-
Chesney and Gallagher’s [39], is the usage of coordination
mechanisms and communicative genres to illustrate the adap-
tation of models and methods in practice. Moreover, the frame-
work is developed while analyzing the field material from two
empirical cases, showing how the actual communicative and
coordinative practices can be described by using the two con-
cepts and highlighting the supportive role that they play for each
other. Finally, the framework shows the development of prac-
tices, highlighting how specific communicative genres come
about, thus offering a way to describe the different genres, such
as metawork or situated articulation, that occur in SoSo. The
communicative genres identified are more specific than the one
proposed by Yates and Orlokowski [24], as they are employed
in combination with interaction analysis [40] and are used to
investigate in detail the interaction occurring in the communi-
cation within distributed teams.
8. Discussions
This section presents and discusses the main contributions of
this article. Initially, the usefulness of the conceptual frame-
work is established and the importance of repertoires is high-
lighted, after which the role of SoSo in the repertoire is dis-
cussed. Finally, implications for research and for practice are
reported, and limitations are presented, together with future re-
search directions that arise from the findings of this paper.
8.1. On the Conceptual Framework
This paper presents a novel conceptual framework that in-
tegrates and extends the theoretical concepts of coordination
mechanisms and communicative genres, showing how they mu-
tually support each other. Coordination mechanisms alleviate
articulation work; moreover, communicative genres with the
purpose of articulation work can initiate, redefine, enhance, and
support coordination mechanisms, alleviating the necessity of
further and more complex articulation work. Using the frame-
work, we can see in greater detail when and how successful
metawork takes place, resulting in commonly adopted coordi-
nation mechanisms that lead to an understanding of the situ-
ations in which coordination mechanisms fail. The theoreti-
cal framework is constructed upon the empirical material of the
cases described; however, it can also be used to describe prac-
tices in other GSD projects. For example, a study by Damian et
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al. [53] shows that coordination mechanisms do not work be-
cause of what the authors call differences in work place culture;
this paper provides a language to express why such things hap-
pen, showing how the mismatch comes about, and what would
be needed to address it. Using our theoretical framework, it is
possible to explain that in Damian et al. [53] case, the Cana-
dian and the US sub-teams were deploying different social pro-
tocols. While the Canadian team members relied on submitted
messages, the US team members expected situated articulation
messages through mail in order to be informed on the changes
to the code. Thus, in the case described, the metawork was not
successful, as it did not result in a shared coordination mecha-
nism.
As another example, the conceptual framework allows to de-
scribe the media and the subject components of the “software
informalisms” proposed by Scacchi [54]. The media side of
a “software informalism” can be related to the communicative
genre, while the subject is supported by coordination mech-
anisms. Therefore, e.g., a Forum message that contains the
agenda of a meeting can be considered as a situated articula-
tion genre (the media) as well as the artifact of the coordination
mechanism (the subject). Scacchi considers Forum threads as
software informalisms; thanks to our conceptual framework, it
is possible to describe in greater detail how team members use
the artifacts and how software informalisms can be developed
and adopted in globally-distributed teams.
In summary, the conceptual framework allows the analyz-
ing and describing of communicative and coordinative prac-
tices in distributed teams, and allows a better understanding of
whether and how team members succeed in overcoming GSD
challenges. In particular: (1) it allows to better understand ex-
isting research and provides researchers a language with which
to describe practices and to express breakdowns; (2) it shows
how GSD challenges can be overcome, e.g., adapting coordi-
nation mechanisms to obtain shared coordinative practices, and
(3) it allows to show when distributed teams do not achieve a
successful collaboration, e.g., when shared social protocols are
not established.
Through the theoretical framework, it is also possible to ex-
plain that in GSD it is not sufficient to use the same set of tools
in order to effectively collaborate remotely. Tools need to be
adapted to a team’s necessities and processes, and models need
to be adopted by team members. This is further detailed in the
next subsection.
8.2. About the Repertoire
The conceptual framework offers a way to describe whether
and how team members succeed in adaptation and adoption of
methods and tools, indicating how practices evolve over time
through the evolution of social protocols. Coordination mech-
anisms and communicative genres are part of a repertoire (or
ecology of channels [22]) that can be, and has to be, studied
as a unitary system in order to understand the relationships be-
tween different channels and tools. The examples reported in
this paper show that not one “right” set of coordination mecha-
nisms and communicative genres can be identified, as different
repertoires are adopted in different teams. However, based on
the framework, a set of functions can be suggested that must
be supported by the repertoire in order to achieve successful
collaboration, such as, but not exclusively, metawork and so-
cialization. Future research could investigate in detail what the
additional needs are that have to be part of a repertoire to make
effective.
8.3. Understanding the Role of Social Software
A literature review performed by the authors [10] has high-
lighted the lack of research papers focusing on understanding
the relationship between SoSo and the ecology of tools used by
globally-distributed teams. In this research work, SoSo appears
as part of an ecology of channels [22] that has to be explored as
a whole, not exclusively focusing on the specific functionality
of each kind of SoSo. Thanks to the theoretical framework, the
central role of SoSo in the teams analyzed is highlighted: on the
one hand, it supports metawork to enact and negotiate coordina-
tion mechanisms; on the other hand, it supports different kinds
of communicative genres, e.g., work discussions, knowledge
sharing, articulation work, and team building. SoSo comple-
ments Software Engineering collaborative tools that provide a
template of coordination mechanisms, supporting communica-
tion between team members. The analysis through the theoret-
ical framework of different globally-distributed teams reported
in this paper shows not only the dynamics of how social pro-
tocols are negotiated and established within novel distributed
teams, but it also provides an indication of why breakdowns
occur, describing how social protocols are maintained in an es-
tablished team and highlighting the supportive role played by
SoSo.
SoSo appears to be fundamental in the establishing phase of
projects when decisions need to be taken, social relationships
need to be established, and social protocols need to be negoti-
ated. After the initial phase, Forum and Wiki serve as a persis-
tent repository for the knowledge shared, while the communi-
cation through Forum and IM serve as a channel for situated
articulation, decision making, and collaboration record, thus
providing a channel for new metawork to adapt the existing co-
ordination mechanisms further. IM is the media where things
happen if they do not have an established place anywhere else.
IM, therefore, also serves as a dispatcher for other channels and
as the main channel for social talk. SoSo enables social talk
and metawork, both necessary for establishing and maintaining
successful collaboration: social talk supports the actual work
in distributed environments by enhancing the development of
social relationships between team members. Very importantly,
metawork is fundamental for the software development activi-
ties, the negotiation and establishment of social protocols in the
collaboration. Providing to distributed teams the access to flex-
ible tools such as SoSo and encouraging team building, chats
appear to have a positive impact on the success of the collabo-
ration.
8.4. Implications for Research and for Practice
This paper has shown how situated action [13] can be an-
alyzed to study communicative and coordinative practices in
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globally-distributed teams. Practices in situated action are not
fully specified by software engineering methods and processes.
Thus, adaptation by teams is necessary. The concept of social
protocols as part of both communicative genres and coordina-
tion mechanisms helps to further explore these processes. A
theoretical framework based on the notion of social protocols is
useful to understand breakdowns, to investigate the establish-
ment of practices in novel distributed teams, and to analyze the
re-negotiations of practices in established teams. The impor-
tance of negotiating and agreeing on common social protocols
is particularly decisive in GSD settings in which direct com-
munication cannot easily take place, as it is often mediated by
artifacts in which socio-cultural distance can affect the collabo-
ration. Thus, agreeing on social protocols becomes even more
challenging and crucial. The theoretical framework can be ben-
eficial for future research that aims to analyze and describe not
only the role of SoSo, but also how communicative and coor-
dinative practices are established and maintained in distributed
teams.
An encouraging contribution, both for researchers and prac-
titioners, is that the success of the collaboration strongly relates
to how coordination mechanisms and social protocols are es-
tablished between team members, thus helping to bridge lan-
guage barriers, cultural differences, as well as time and space
distance. The analysis indicates the importance of communi-
cation supported by SoSo as a side channel that complements
professional coordination mechanisms. It does not appear nec-
essary to design new tools; nevertheless, it is very important to
understand how existing tools are adopted and what the poten-
tials are of their usage. Channels other than SoSo can certainly
be used; however, it seems advisable for practitioners to ensure
that metawork and social talk are supported by tools used by
team members and that they actually take place, as geographi-
cal distribution does not preclude the possibility of having these
kinds of conversations.
8.5. Limitations and Future Work
The theoretical framework allows the understanding of the
heterogeneous use of channels and artifacts in two very differ-
ent cases. The two cases have been investigated in detail in
two previous articles [22], [23]. In this paper, both the indus-
trial and the student projects have been employed to show that
the framework allows to describe the actual practices of prac-
titioners in an established team, as well as the establishing and
maintaining of practices in a newly formed team composed by
novice developers.
However, the framework does not give an explanation as to
why, for example, in the student projects, two out of three teams
did not perform well. It does, however, allow to describe the
different characteristics of the various collaborations, and to
show how the two teams did not perform, e.g., not communi-
cating through SoSo, not having metawork, and not establishing
effective coordination mechanisms. This indicates that having
different teams with different characteristics does not impact
on the trustworthiness of the framework; rather, it shows that
the framework is able to provide a better indication of how the
collaboration can fail. Combining an analysis of the repertoire
of communicative genres and the set of coordination mecha-
nism would allow to more clearly characterize different types
of teams, e.g., tightly collaborating teams or loosely-coupled
teams. One would expect that such different teams show dif-
ferent characteristic patterns in their repertoire. The framework
could potentially also be used to analyze co-located commu-
nicative and coordinative practices in sub-teams; however, this
aspect is beyond the scope of this study, which has focused
on communication through SoSo within the entire distributed
team. However, face-to-face communication could also be an-
alyzed to investigate, through genre analysis of video recorded
meetings, the co-located communicative practices in different
locations. This could lead, for example, to describing the im-
portance of metawork in co-located settings, as highlighted by
Ro¨nkko¨ et al. [55] in the analysis of co-located steering group
meetings.
Another limitation is that the analysis of the collaboration
within the team does not aim to be exhaustive: further genres
could be identified and genres categories, other than the ones
analyzed in the present paper, could occur in different media.
For example, virtual meetings could have been recorded and
likewise analyzed, adapting the communicative genre’s analytic
concept. Moreover, the coordination mechanisms described in
this article were mostly established and persistent during the
collaboration; however, it could be possible to identify further
temporary coordination mechanisms established by team mem-
bers for specific purposes, driven by particular situations oc-
curring during the collaboration. Thus, further communicative
and coordinative practices could be included when examining
further cases through the framework.
Finally, the theoretical framework focuses on communicative
and coordinative practices in distributed collaboration: com-
mon practices adopted by globally-distributed software teams
definitely also include other kinds of practices, such as coding
practices or design practices. We kept the focus on communica-
tive and coordinative practices, as they allow understanding the
role of SoSo in the cooperation mediated by artifacts. Thanks to
the framework proposed, it is possible to investigate and under-
stand the role of SoSo within the repertoire used in the projects
studied. However, future research could extend the framework,
including additional theoretical concepts for analyzing and de-
scribing further kinds of practices.
9. Conclusions
This paper presents a novel framework to analyze and de-
scribe coordinative and communicative practices in Global
Software Development (GSD) based on the concepts of com-
municative genres and coordination mechanisms. The con-
ceptual framework allows researchers to describe and analyze
computer-mediated collaborative practices in distributed set-
tings, highlighting the importance of social protocols. It allows
a better understanding of existing research, the heterogeneity
of practices in globally-distributed teams, and the role of So-
cial Software (SoSo) within the repertoire used in the teams.
Through the framework, it is possible not only to highlight that
SoSo allows team members to establish, develop, and maintain
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social protocols during the collaboration, but it also supports
metawork and team building chats. The theoretical framework
can be beneficial for future research that aims to analyze and
describe not only the role of SoSo, but also how cooperative
practices are established and maintained in globally-distributed
software teams.
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Appendix A. Interview guideline example (Interview with
the DHI project manager)
• Why did you choose to use Spira Team? Who did take the
decision? Did you evaluate other tools? How did you do
before?
• Do you use the History functionality available in Spira to
reconstruct a task or an incident?
• How do you know what people are exactly working on?
Can you show it to me on Spira? Would you find useful
knowing exactly what Indian developers are working on?
• How do you see in Spira when a task/incident status has
been changed? Are you just looking at what is assigned to
you? Would it be good to have kinds of “story” of what
the developer did?
• How did you start using Skype? Why not Messenger or
other jabber chat?
• Do you ever read your Skype logs history? Why?
• Do you usually have a meeting in Copenhagen every day
from 10 to 11? If not, why? And what does it happen if
someone is working from home?
• Who is responsible to approve/plan incidents? Do you
usually do it only during the meeting or can you do it also
on your own?
• How do you distribute the work among Indian developers?
• An incident detected by a PAM or a developer, after the
developer fixes it, is assigned again to the person that de-
tected the incident and not to the Indian tester. Is that
right? Is it because there is no test case related to it? If
the fixing of the incident creates a bug, the Indian tester
will discover it in the next cycle of test, right?
• I did not get what is the purpose of the spreadsheet that the
team leader does in India. Can you explain it to me?
Appendix B. Coding Schema
Coding of the Purpose of Communicative Genres:
• Knowledge Sharing
• Team building
– Encouraging Chats
– Socialization
• Articulation Work
– Metawork
– Situated Articulation
• Work
Coding of the dimensions within each Purpose of Communica-
tive Genres for defining sub-genres:
• Response
• Question
• For Your Information (FYI)
• Proposal
• Meta-comment
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